Accordingly, the U. S. Government retam a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publsh or reproduce the publlshed form of rhis contribution, or allow others to d o so. for Abstract. The performance parameters of a proton source which produces the required flux of muons for a 2-TeV on 2-TeV muon collider are: a beam energy of 10 GeV, a repetition rate of 30 Hz, two bunches per pulse with 5 x 1013 protons per bunch, and an rms bunch length of 3 nsec (1). Aside from the bunch length requirement, these parameters are identical to those of a 5-MW proton source for a spallation neutron source based on a IO-GeV rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS) (2). The 10-GeV synchrotron uses a 2-GeV accelerator system as its injector, and the 2-GeV RCS is an extension of a feasibility study for a 1-MW spallation source described elsewhere (3-9). A study for the 5-MW spallation source was performed for ANL site-specific geometrical requirements. Details are presented for a site-independent proton source suitable for the muon collider utilizing the results of the 5-MW spallation source study.
INTRODUCTION
A feasibility study of a proton driver that generates the required number of muons for a 2-TeV on 2-TeV muon collider is presented. It utilizes the results of a site-specific study of a proton source for a 5-MW pulsed spallation source that was performed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) (2). The proton source performance parameters, except for bunch length requirements, are nearly identical to those of the proton driver for the muon-muon collider (1). The site-specific 5-MW proton source design was made site-independent, and was optimized as a proton driver for the muon collider.
The required performance parameters for a proton driver for a 2-TeV on 2-TeV muon collider and for a 5-MW proton source are listed in Table 1 .
The 5-MW proton source is based on a 10-GeV, 30-Hz rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS-11) w i t h a 2-GeV injector system. The 2-GeV injector is based on a system previously designed for a 1-MW spallation source that is described elsewhere in detail (3-9). The injector is comprised of a 2-GeV, 190 .4-meter circumference rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS-I), and a 400-MeV
Portions of this document may be iliegible in electronic image products. fmnees are produced h m the best available original document, linear accelerator. The linac system consists of an H-ion source, a 2-MeV RFQ, a ramped-gradient drift tube linac matching section (RGDTL), a 70-MeV DTL, a matching section, and a 330-MeV coupled cavity linac (CCL). Linac performance parameters are listed in Table 2 . 
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A key feature of the design of these accelerator systems is that beam losses are minimized from injection to extraction, reducing activation to levels consistent with hands-on maintenance. In order to minimize injection and capture losses in RCS-I, the low energy beam from the ion source is chopped at the synchrotron rf fiequency, accelerated, then stacked in the waiting synchrotron buckets. At the end of the multi-turn injection, there are two gaps in the circulating beam, each corresponding to 25 % of an rf wavelength, to facilitate no-loss capture.
RCS-I accelerates 1.04 x 1014 of protons per pulse from 400 MeV to 2 GeV at a 30-Hz repetition rate. The dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole magnets for RCS-I are designed for nominal beam energies of 2 GeV but are capable of handling a maximum value of 2.2 GeV. They are powered by a dual-frequency resonant circuit that excites the magnets at a 20-Hz rate and de-excites them at a 60-Hz rate, resulting in an effective rate of 30 Hz and a reduction of 1/3 in the required peak rf voltage. The rf frequency varies from 2.2 MHz to 3 MHz during the cycle. Detailed descriptions of the RCS-I hardware can be found in Reference (3).
Two beam bunches per pulse are required at the pion production target, thus RCS-1's harmonic number was chosen to be 2. The two RCS-I bunches are separated by 332 nsec and are extracted in a single turn. The 2-GeV injector for the 5-MW proton source differs from the 1-MW spallation source RCS in harmonic number, thus a different rf cavity is required in this case. The 3-MHz RCS-I bunches are transferred into waiting buckets of the 6-MHz RCS-I1 rf system. The circumference ratio between the 10-GeV ring and the 2-GeV ring is four. As a consequence of this change in the rf frequency and of the ratio of circumferences of the machines, RCS-I1 has 16 buckets (harmonic number = 16), of which only two are occupied by the beam, separated by an empty bucket. RCS-11 magnets are powered by dual-frequency resonant circuits similar to RCS-I resulting in an effective 30-Hz repetition rate. A time-averaged current of 0.5 mA, or 1.04 x 1014 protons per pulse, is achieved by this accelerator system.
The dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole magnets for RCS-I1 are designed for nominal beam energies of 10 GeV but are capable of handling a maximum value of 11 GeV. The gap geometries were scaled down fiom the corresponding magnets in the RCS-I ring to fit the smaller vacuum chambers. Calculated field qualities for the RCS-I1 magnets are, therefore, nearly identical to the RCS-I values. Major parameters for the synchrotron ring magnets can be found in Reference (2), along with other relevant information.
The RCS-I1 ring magnet vacuum chambers are 99.7% pure alumina ceramic and are similar to those used in RCS-I (3,9). There are rfshields close to the inside surface of each chamber section. A more detailed description of the RCS-I1 rf system, controls and diagnostics are found in Reference (2). Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the proposed facility.
LAlTIms

Lattice Features
Required features of the lattices for both the 2-GeV and 10-GeV rings are: 1) the transition energy must be larger than the extraction energy so that the lattice has a relatively large slip factor, q = Iy-* -yr21, 2) there must be enough straightsection length for the radio-frequency cavity system to provide the required energy gain using a gradient of 10 kV/m, and 3) the straight sections should be dispersion-free so that the rf cavities can be placed in dispersion-free regions. In addition, the circumference of the 10-GeV ring should be a multiple of that of the 2-GeV ring in order to have a harmonic relationship between the two synchrotron rf systems during bunch transfer from one machine to the other.
One way to satisfy requirement 1) above is for both lattices to have large horizontal tunes, since the transition energy, 'yt, is proportional to the horizontal tune. A FODO cell lattice with a phase advance of approximately 900 in both Additional advantages of 900 FODO cells are: 1) Dispersion suppression can be obtained by removing a dipole fiom a normal cell. 2) Normal cells without both dipoles can be used to construct the straight-section cells. 3) Focusing quadrupoles in the normal cells, the dispersion-suppressor-cells and the straightsection cells have the same strengths, and therefore only one power supply is needed for the quadrupole family. Similarly, defocusing quadrupoles in both rings can also each be powered by a single power supply.
These general design features have been incorporated in the designs of both the 2-GeV and 10-GeV lattices. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show 1/2 of a super period with reflective symmetry at both ends for the 2-GeV and 1 0-GeV lattices, respectively.
Each cell of the FODO structure has a phase advance of -900 in both transverse planes. The normal cells, dispersion-suppressor cell and the straight-section cells are evident in the figure. Dispersion suppression is achieved by removing a dipole from a normal cell. The missing dipole scheme suppresses the dispersion function when the vertical phase advance is slightly less than 900 while maintaining a horizontal phase advance of 900. A benefit of this arrangement is that the horizontal tune is about one unit higher than the vertical tune, which is a good 
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The superperiodicity of the 2-GeV ring was chosen to be four and the superperiodicity of the 10-GeV ring was chosen to be three. These numbers result fiom the spallation source design; however, the choice of the periodicity is arbitrary. Table 3 shows the normal cell parameters for both synchrotrons. The overall lattice parameters are shown in Table 4 .
Working Point
In order to find the optimum working point, the tune region where the dynamic apertures are largest was searched while also taking into account the space charge tune shift. As a result of extensive tracking studies, the optimal tune ranges were found that provide enough dynamic aperture in both rings to contain The tune spread around the working point for RCS-11 is clear of structure resonances. In RCS-I, the tune spread can cross two nonlinear structure resonances. The vx + 3vy = 24 resonance can be driven by skew-octupole fields, but such fields arise only fiom multipole errors and have little effect on the dynamic aperture. The 3v, = 20 resonance near the full space charge tune can be driven by chromaticity-correcting sextupoles and can have a deleterious effect on the circulating beam. This effect can be made small by placing harmonic-correcting sextupoles in the dispersion-free sections, a standard technique used for a synchrotron light source Chasman-Green lattice.
Dynamic Aperture
The lattices of both machines have to provide a large enough dynamic aperture to contain the beam. The dynamic aperture is each case is limited primarily by the chromaticity-correcting sextupoles. In RCS-I, although the tune spread due to Ap/p is small, chromaticity correction may be desirable. In RCS-11, the tune spread due to Ap/p is larger than the space-charge tune spread, thus chromaticity correction is necessary, especially during injection.
In RCS-I, with the sextupoles energized to the values required to adjust the chromaticities to zero, the dynamic aperture is larger than the beam-stay-clear (BSC), as shown in Figure 4 . Detailed calculations of the effects of magnetic field imperfections, misalignments, and orbit corrections are reported in References (334). The lattice dynamic apertures at the design tune and at the depressed tune for the RCS-I1 are shown in Figure 5 . The beam size at injection and the BSC are also shown. In Figure 5 (a), we show the dynamic apertures at the chromaticities cx,y = 0 and -5. The operating range of the chromaticity is expected to be close to = -5, where the dynamic aperture is shown to be larger than the BSC. In Figure 5@ ), we show the dynamic aperture when the working point is moved to the space-charge depressed tune. 
MER-
AND ACCEPTANCES
The stacked beam transverse emittance (100%) in RCS-I is 375 n xmn mr. The beam is damped to 128 ' IC mm mr at 2 GeV when it is injected into RCS-11. The BSC acceptance for both machines is defined as being twice the emittance and the k 1 % momentum spread of the incoming beam. Figure 6 shows the vacuum chamber cross-sections of RCS-I (a) and RCS-I1 (b) at a focusing quadrupole indicating the BSC and the injected beam envelope.
INJECTIONANDBEAMTRANSFER
For injection into RCS-I, multiple turns are accumulated using charge exchange by stripping the H-linac beam. This, together with programming the closed orbit during injection, allows transverse phase space painting to achieve a K-V-like distribution of the injected particles in RCS-I (3,5,6 ). The 400-MeV injection energy, a stacked emittance of 375 n; mm mr in both transverse planes, and an allowed space charge tune shift of about 0.17 results in a space charge limit of 1.04 x 1014 protons.
For injection into RCS-11, bunch-to-bucket transfer is used. Each pulse of the 2-GeV extracted beam contains two bunches. The beam from RCS-I has a single bunch area of 3.7 eV sec; this bunch is transferred into a slightly larger waiting bucket in RCS-11. Matching between the bunch and the bucket is performed using the following algorithm. The rf voltage at the extraction of the 2-GeV beam determines the energy spread, AE, and length, At, of the bunch. The energy spread and bunch length of the incoming beam are matched to a Hamiltonian phase space contour of the waiting bucket. The space charge distortion of the contours is taken into account in these calculations to prevent mismatching and consequent dilution of the beam. Figure 7(a) shows the rf bucket and the bunch population in RCS-I at extraction, when the rf voltage is 200 kV. Figure 7(b) shows the bunch injected into the waiting bucket of RCS-11. The required rfvoltage at this time is 700 kV. The dashed line in Figure 7 (b) represents the Hamiltonian contour whose height, AE, and whose enclosed area are equal to those of the injected beam. This shows that the 3.7 eV sec bunch is matched to a contour of a 3.7 eV sec phase space area within a 5.8 eV sec bucket. 
RF VOLTAGE PROGRAM
The key feature of the design studies for both the 1-and 5-Mw machines was to determine the rf voltage program that results in no beam loss from injection to extraction. Such a program was obtained for each machine using a Monte Carlo method to track the particles from injection to extraction ( 561 turns, which corresponds to 0.5 msec. The area of the chopped incoming beam is 1.7 eV sec per bunch. A minimum rf voltage of 81 kV is required to contain the beam during the initial injection. The corresponding per-bucket area is 3.5 eV sec. During injection, the rf voltage must be increased from 81 kV to 134 kV to prevent beam losses. This rapid increase in the voltage is crucial to overcome the space charge forces that increase with particle density as multiple turns are accumulated. At the end of injection, the per-bucket area is 4.5 eV sec, and the single bunch area grows from 1.7 eV sec to 3.7 eV sec, giving a dilution factor of 2.2.
BunchArea
The unloaded bunch-to-bucket matching into RCS-I1 is straightforward, as discussed in the previous section. However, transient beam loading is expected to be severe, and either a low-impedance cathode-follower or a feed-forward system needs to be investigated. 
Rf Voltage During Acceleration
The rf voltage in RCS-I is raised during the first 6 msec of acceleration to maintain a fured per-bucket area of 4.5 eV sec and reaches a maximum of 220 kV at this time. The voltage is gradually decreased to 200 kV from 6 msec to the end of acceleration. The per-bucket area grows to 21 eV sec at extraction. The voltage for the latter part of the cycle is maintained high to ensure a synchrotron fiequency fast enough to allow the particles in the bunch to follow the rapid change of the synchronous phase near extraction. The Keil-Schnell criterion for longitudinal stability is also met by making the bucket area large. The per-bunch area is 3.7 eV sec throughout the cycle.
In RCS-11, the initial per-bucket area is 5.8 eV sec, as described in the previous section. The per-bucket area is maintained at this initial value for the first 8 msec, and the voltage reaches 1.9 MV at this time. The voltage is decreased to 1.7 MY over the remainder of the cycle, giving a per-bucket area of 106 eV sec at extraction. The voltage for the latter part of the cycle is maintained high for the same reason as in RCS-I. The bunch height is f102.5 MeV and the full bunch length is 22.6 nsec at extraction from RCS-11. The per-bunch area is 3.7 eV sec. The final bunch length can be shortened by rfmanipulations, as explained in detail in the following section.
BUNCHIXNGTHAIMJS~NT
The required bunch length at the pion production target is 3 nsec rms, or 15 nsec full length (1). The typical full bunch length at extraction from RCS-I1 is about 25 nsec. The bunch length can be compressed through rf manipulations just prior to extraction. One way to shorten a bunch is to suddenly increase the rf voltage for a quarter synchrotron period. The initial bunch has kAEi and kA@i prior to the sudden voltage jump. The sudden jump of the rf voltage causes the bunch to rotate with a synchrotron frequency derived from the final voltage, Vf. After a quarter synchrotron period, the initial bunch has rotated 90" in phase space so that AEi is projected onto to the @-axis. The following relation is obtained for a stationary bucket when the bunch area is much smaller than the bucket area: , In this equation, A$f is the half-length of the f d bunch, Es is the total energy of the synchronous particle, p is the relative velocity, and e in the unit electric charge. The above equation shows that the final bunch length is related to the increased voltage and the initial energy spread. The initial energy spread is determined by the voltage before the sudden increase. Figure 9 shows the results of tracking studies of this bunch length adjustment process. Figure 9 (a) shows the rf voltage program throughout the acceleration cycle. The voltage step from Vi = 1.2 M Y to Vf = 3.2 MV is shown near the end of the cycle. The voltage is increased in 50 psec, and the higher voltage is maintained for 0.45 msec. Figure 9 (b) shows the particle phase space distribution just prior to the voltage increase. The full bunch length is 25 nsec and the bunch has a Ap/p of 0.9%. Figure 9(c) shows the phase space distribution after a quarter synchrotron period (0.45 msec) after the voltage increase to Vf. The new full bunch length is 15 nsec, which corresponds to 3 nsec rms, and the new Ap/p is 1.5%. This bunch is contained within a BSC momentum acceptance of 4.4% at extraction. The space charge tune shift at extraction for the shortened bunch is about 0.1. 
IMPEDANCEANDINSTABILITIES
Longitudinal and transverse instability thresholds were obtained from the estimated coupling impedances. The transverse impedance is dominated by the space charge self-field. The contribution to the longitudinal impedance from space charge dominates in RCS-I. In RCS-11, the space charge impedance is comparable to that from the broadband rf cavity impedance. Beam parameters such as Ap/p and peak current were obtained through Monte Carlo studies of beam capture and acceleration using a longitudinal tracking code that includes the effects of space charge (1 1). The analyses lead to rf voltage profiles and beam parameters that minimized the instabilities as well as beam losses (3,7,8 ).
Both RCS-I and RCS-I1 operate below the transition energy, thus the longitudinal microwave instability is not expected to occur unless there is a large resistive component. However, a conservative approach was adopted to ensure that the momentum spread is sufficient to satisfjr the Keil-Schnell (KS) stability criterion. In RCS-I, the ceramic vacuum chamber is constructed with a special rf shield, such as that used at the ISIS facility of Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory (12) , to minimize the impedance due to space charge. The shield follows the beam envelope at an aperture equal to the BSC, reducing both the longitudinal and transverse space charge impedances by between 30 and 35 % at injection. In RCS-11, the space charge impedance i s smaller than in RCS-I by a factor of 5 at injection and 10 at extraction. Therefore, a contour-following rf shield, such as that used in the RCS-I, is not required. The rf shields are close to the inside surface of each chamber section. Studies were performed to choose an rfvoltage profile that provides adequate bucket area and momentum spread. Tracking studies show that the RCS-I beam remains in the stable region defmed by the KS criterion over the duration of the acceleration cycle (3,7). The KS criterion is more difficult to satisfy in RCS-I1 because the threshold is dominated by the high peak current. Tracking studies show that the RCS-I1 beam remains in the stable region through most of the acceleration, where, at extraction energy, the Ap/p is about 1% and the bunching factor (peak/circulating current) is about 0.01. The peak current in RCS-I1 is 160 A at injection and less than 800 A at extraction.
In the transverse plane, the head-tail instability was analyzed in both machines. The growth rate is proportional to the resistive wall and kicker impedances. The head-tail modes are stabilized at a slightly negative chromaticity. The threshold tune spread for transverse microwave instability is 0.06 in RCS-I and 0.1 1 in RCS-11.
SUMMARY
A feasibility study of a proton source that generates the required number of muons in a 2-TeV on 2-TeV muon collider is presented. The results of a 5-MW, 10-GeV proton source study for a pulsed spallation neutron source were used.
